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Introduction 
FORMS 5 is capable of reading a file which describes a form and automatically setting up a form definition.  

This capacity was designed for users who create their forms with software intended for that purpose. In such 
cases it is normally possible to generate a description file automatically.  

It is also possible to create a description file based on an existing form definition, using the Edit  
Automatic definition  Save command in the Manager. This is useful when it is discovered that a form 
definition was created with the wrong scanner settings, or if a different scanner is to be used, and Rescan 
does not work.  

However, you can also set up a description file yourself if you have exact and specific data about where the 
fields are located and how they are to be interpreted, validated, supplemented, etc.  

This document describes how to create a description file without any pre-existing form definition. 

Instructions on how to create a form definition from a description file can be found in FORMS Help. 
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What is a description file? 
A description file is a text file which FORMS uses to create form definitions automatically. It contains lines 
of text which describe one or more form definitions, one after the other, and is divided into these parts: 

 Form definition 

 Field definition 

 Set definition (optional) 

 Job definition (optional) 

Each line consists of a variable name, an equal sign (=) and a value. There must be a space on each side of 
the equal sign. 

Example: 
FormName = StudyA 

Strings required to separate information in the description file 
In addition to the strings signifying information, there are a number of strings which you must insert in the 
file to separate the information. These strings are: 

 BeginRef  EndRef 

 BeginField  EndField 

 BeginIndexField  EndIndexField 

 BeginSet  EndSet 

You can see from the example of a description file on page 21 how to use such strings. 

What the tables in this document show 
 Which types of information you put in a description file  

 The strings you use (before the equal sign) to signal that information 

 The format of the value which must follow the equal sign 

 What actual values you can use (if limited) 

Optional information is italicized in both the lists and the tables. 

Important: Include this setting to ensure correct field positions 
If you are creating a description file outside of FORMS, insert this string at the very beginning of the 
description file: 

Version = 2 

If you are editing a description file created by FORMS, do not add that line.  
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Background 

In the description file you specify field positions in millimeters. When a form definition is created from a 
description file, FORMS converts your measurements to pixels. Due to a bug, fields far to the right and far 
down on the form were not positioned correctly in the form definition. 

However, with FORMS 5-2 Service Pack 11 and later, the conversion of millimeters to pixels is performed 
perfectly if you insert Version = 2 at the beginning of the description file. 

Users who create description files from inside of FORMS and then use those to create form definitions 
should ignore this issue and leave out the Version setting. Although the description file does not contain 
precisely the correct measurements, those measurements are translated to correct pixel positions when the 
form definition is recreated. This is true regardless of which FORMS version is used to create the description 
file and regardless of which FORMS version is used to create a form definition based on that file. 

Comments, blank lines, etc. 
Comments can be written on separate lines and enclosed in parentheses ( ). All lines starting with a left 
parenthesis are interpreted as comment lines. 

Blank lines are allowed anywhere in the description file. 

Limitations 
 Automatic form definitions require that all adjustment fields on all the forms included in the description 

file consist of an identical character (for example, “+”) of an identical size so that FORMS can find the 
others after being shown one. 

 It is not possible to define set, archive, start or stop transaction descriptions automatically. Only normal 
form-level transaction descriptions can be set up in the description file. 

 It is not possible to define event handlers in a description file. 

 It is not possible to specify in the description file that a form definition can be accompanied by 
appendices. You can add appendices manually after automatic form definition is complete. 



Form definition information 
Use a word processing program to create a text file containing the strings as described in this document. 

The first information you must type into the file is about the form definition. Some of that information is 
normally specified in the Manager’s Form definition settings dialog. 

 

Some of the form definition information is set in the Form definition settings dialog. 

In the description file, type the strings below that correspond to the form characteristics you want to specify. 

Form definition information String Value type Value 

Form definition name Formdefinitionname String max 11 chars  

Transaction description file name TransFileDescription String See 1) 

One- or two-sided DualSided String Y or N 

Table name  TableName  String max 11 chars See 2) 

Table file name  TableFileName  String See 2) 

Export forms to image files when 
scanned 

SaveForm  String Y or N 

Do not verify forms NoFormVerify String Y or N 

1) The value for TransFileDescription must be a string consisting of either the file name (including path) of a file 
containing a form-level transaction description, or Standard. If you use Standard, FORMS sets up a standard 
transaction description. If you specify a file name, FORMS adds the transaction description to the form definition.  

2) Tablename and TableFileName allow you to import a table from a file to FORMS. This is comparable to the 
procedure for importing tables from a FORMS file described in FORMS Help. 

Repeat Tablename and TableFileName for each table you want to import. There is no need to import a table for a 
particular form definition if the table already exists in FORMS’ database.  
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Field information 
Each field type is listed below with its properties in the order you must list them in the description file. After 
the required properties, the optional properties are shown in italics.  

After the lists of field properties, there is a list of the strings to use when you define a field in a description 
file. These are divided into seven groups, based on the dialogs you would normally see when you set up a 
form definition in the Manager. Each group is shown with the corresponding dialog or dialogs.  

Non-indexed fields 
 Recognition fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Match string 

 Category 

 Rotate field 

 Image fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Name 

 Category 

 Must be filled 

 Confirm 

 Field complement and If empty, If filled in, or both 

 Form complement and If empty, If filled in, or both 

 Demand fields 

Adjustment fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

Copy fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Name 
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Mark fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Name 

 Category 

 Value constant 

 Format (Min 1, Max 1, or both) 

 Must be filled 

 Confirm 

 Field complement and If empty, If filled in, or both 

 Form complement and If empty, If filled in, or both

 Translation table and translate when transferred 

 Form validation expression 

 Any options for mark fields 

 Demand fields 

Barcode fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Name 

 Category 

 Format specification 

 Type of barcode 

 Any field validations 

 Field complement and If empty, If filled in, or both 

 Form complement and If empty, If filled in, or both 

 Translation table and translate when transferred 

 Form validation expression 

 Any options for barcode fields 

 Demand fields 
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Character fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Name 

 Category 

 Format 

 Type of print 

 Format specification 

 Max. interpretation vs. max. security 

 Any field validations 

 Anything in the Advanced dialog 

 Any options for character fields 

 Decimal position 

 Demand fields 

Object fields 

 Field type 

 Page 

 Position 

 Support lines 

 Name 

 Category 

 Format 

 Format specification 

 Max. interpretation vs. max. security 

 Object area 

 Any field validations 

 Anything in the Advanced dialog 

 Any options for object fields 

 Sense area 

 Demand fields 
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Indexed fields 
Image, mark, character, object, and barcode fields can be indexed, which means that a series of them (any 
one type of field) can be set up, numbered, and treated similarly. You can specify the same properties as 
above for indexed fields, but the order is slightly different: 

 Page 

 Position of first field in series 

 Support lines of first field in series 

 (Repeat position + support lines of each field) 

 Field type 

 Name (All indexed fields in a series are given the same name, plus an index number based on the order 
of the fields specified in the description file.) 

 The remaining required information, based on which type of field you are defining 

 Any optional information you choose 

Strings and values for field information 
The strings you must use when you define a field in a description file are divided into six groups, based on 
the dialogs you would normally see when you set up a form definition in the Manager. Each group is shown 
below with the corresponding dialog.  

As you define the fields in the description file, keep in mind: 

 The adjustment fields must come first, but other fields can be specified in any order. 

 Each field description must begin with BeginField (or BeginIndexField) and end with EndField (or 
EndIndexField).  



The Field dialog 

 

The most common field properties are defined on the Standard tab of the Field dialog. Details on the Standard tab change 
based on which field type you choose. 

In the description file, type the strings below which correspond to the field characteristics you want to 
specify. 

Field information String Value type Value 

Page  RefSide  Integer 0 for front page or 1 for back 

Position  Position  4 floats See 1) below 

Support lines SupportLines String 1-4 chars See 2) below 

Name of field FieldName  String max 11 chars  

Category  Category Integer  0 - 255 

Field type FieldType String One of: Adjust, Recognize, Image, 
Mark, Char, Object, Barcode 

Format  CharFormat String One or more strings separated by a 
space. See 3) below 

Type of print TypeMode String See 4) below 

Specification  FormatSpec  String Max 127 chars. Example: N(1-5) 

Type of barcode  TypeOfBarCode  String EAN13 

Max. interp vs. max. security Security  Integer 0-4, where 4 is max. security 

Rotate character  field RotCharField Integer 0, 90, 180 or 270 

Rotate recognition field RotRcgField Integer 0, 90, 180 or 270 
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Field information String Value type Value 

Rotate object field RotObjField Integer 0, 90, 180 270 

Rotate barcode field RotBarCodeField Integer 0, 90, 180 or 270 

Must be filled in MustBeFilled  String Y or N 

Confirm Confirm String  Y or N 

From  From  Integer 0 - 999 999 999 

To To Integer 0 - 999 999 999 

Table name FieldValTab  String max 11 chars  

Checksum digit  CheckDigit  String max 31 chars  Based on the format Modulo(i,j,k) 

1) Specify the position of the field with four floating-point numbers (to six decimal places) indicating the distance, in 
millimeters, of its left edge, top edge, right edge, and lower edge from the upper left-hand corner of the form.  

Example: Position = 40.000000 60.000000 80.000000 70.000000 

The difference between the left and right coordinates (40 and 80 mm), 40 mm, is equal to the length of the field. 
The difference between the top and bottom coordinates (60 and 70 mm), 10 mm, is equal to the height of the field. 
This field is 40 mm from the left edge of the form and 60 mm from the top edge.  

2) Normally, a field is delineated by a square or rectangle which you draw with your mouse or double-click while 
using the Manager. When you define it in the description file, possible values for support lines are: 

 None, indicating that the field has no support lines and would normally be drawn free-hand.  

 D, indicating that you would normally define the field by double-clicking it.  

 A string consisting of L, T, R, B, or any combination of these indicating that there are support lines 
on the left, top, right and bottom of the field.  

Example:  LRB specifies that the field has support lines on the left, right and bottom. 

   

These examples show the difference between a field normally defined by double-clicking and one with three support lines. 
For the field on the left, the string would be D. For the field on the right, the string would be LRB. 

3) To specify the format of a character field, choose one or more of the following strings: Numeric, AlphaLower, 
AlphaUpper, Other, Space. For an object field, specify Numeric, AlphaUpper, or Space. For mark fields, Max1 and 
Min1are optional. 

4) To further specify the format, (Typemode) choose one of the following strings: Hand, Printed, Auto, NoItrp. For 
object fields, only Printed (which stands for Machine) is allowed. 



Options for mark fields 

 
The Mark field options page shows a large number of options to choose from. 

The options available for mark fields are described in FORMS Help. 

In the description file, type the strings below which correspond to the options you want the mark field to 
have. 

Field information String Value type Value 

Detect strikeouts  DetectStrikeOut  String Y or N 

Max % MaxFilled Integer 1-99 

Detect noise DetectNoise String Y or N 

Min % MinFilled Integer 1-99 

Mass  verify CharVerify String Y or N 

Transfer single value  TransferValue  String Y or N 

External  format TransferMultipunch Integer 0, 1, 2. Use 0 to specify no 
multipunch format, 1 for Quantum, 
or 2 for QuantumIBM. 

Value if no mark ValueIfMissing String max 2 chars  

Max no. of marks MaxMarks Integer   

If too many TooManyMarks String PickManually, PickFirst, PickMinFill, 
PickMaxFill or MaxIllegal 

Illegal value (max) MaxIllegalValue  String max 2 chars   
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Field information String Value type Value 

Min no. of marks MinMarks Integer   

If too few TooFewMarks String PickManually or MinIllegal 

Illegal value (min) MinIllegalValue  String max 2 chars   

Options and other characteristics for character fields 

 

The dialog for defining a position for a decimal in a character field. 

When you define a character field, you can identify a position for a decimal. Use XDecimal from the table 
below to define it in the description file. 

 
The Character field options page shows a large number of options to choose from. 
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The options available for character fields are described in FORMS Help. In the description file, type the 
strings below which correspond to the options you want the character field to have. 

Field information String Value type Value 

Decimal position for char field XDecimal Float State the distance from the left edge of 
the field to the decimal point in mm. 

Confirm handwritten ConfirmHandprinted String Y or N 

Retype always RetypeAlways String Y or N 

Retype handwritten VerifyHandprinted  String  Y or N 

Confirm retype ConfirmRetype String Y or N 

Mass  verify CharVerify String Y or N 

Ignore unit characters IgnoreTrailing String Y or N 

Ignore strikeout IgnoreStrikeOut  String  Y or N 

Pad decimals with zeros PadDecimal  String Y or N 

Fixed character width CharFont Integer 0 = no, 1 = yes 

Character height CharHeight Integer Use 0 to specify no fixed character 
height. Otherwise, specify the height in 
mm. 

External format Multipunch Integer 0, 1, 2. Use 0 to specify no multipunch 
format, 1 for Quantum, or 2 for 
QuantumIBM. 

Background filter BkgFilter Integer 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Use 0 in specify no filter, 1 
for Automatically, 2 for Fine-grained, 
3 for Coarse-grained, or 4 for Pattern. 

Formatted output OutputFormat String NoFormat, Upper, Lower, or FirstUpper 

 



Options and other characteristics for object fields 

 
The dialog for defining an object area or sense area for an object field. 

Each object fields requires an object area. In addition, you can define a sense area for an object field. The 
table below shows you how to define them in the description file.  

 
The Object field options page 
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The options available for object fields are described in FORMS Help. In the description file, type the strings 
below which correspond to the options you want the object field to have. 

Field information String Value type Value 

Object area for object field ObjectBox 4 floats  See 1) below 

Sense area for object field RecognizeBoxObject  4 floats  See 1) below 

Retype RetypeObjAlways String Y or N 

Mass  verify CharVerify String Y or N 

Poor quality BadQuality String Y or N 

Framed numbers only FramedField  String Y or N 

Fixed character width CharFont Integer 0 = no 

1 = yes 

Character height CharHeight Integer Use 0 to specify no fixed character height. 
Otherwise, specify the height in mm. 

Formatted output OutputFormat String NoFormat, Upper, Lower, or FirstUpper 

1) Specify the position of an object/sense area with four floating-point numbers indicating the distance, in mm, of its 
left edge, top edge, right edge, and lower edge from the upper left-hand corner of the object field. You must specify 
an object area for an object field. 



Demand fields 

 
The Demand fields dialog contains 16 different selections for each demand field. Furthermore, each field description can have 
up to 3 demand fields. Read about demand fields in FORMS Help. 

In the description file, type the strings below which correspond to the demand field selections you want to 
specify. The Field information in the table below is listed in the same order as they appear in the dialog 
(from top to bottom, left column followed by right column). 

Field information  String  Value type Value 

Demand field 1 ReqField1  String max 15 chars   

Demand field 2 ReqField2  String max 15 chars  

Demand field 3 ReqField3  String max 15 chars  

Verify current field NNValDef  String  Y or N 

Verify demand field NNValReq  String Y or N 

Complement current field NNComplDef String  Y or N 

Complement demand field NNComplReq  String Y or N 

Verify current field NYValDef String Y or N 

Verify demand field NYValReq  String Y or N 

Delete demand field  NYDelReq String Y or N 

Complement current field NYComplDef String  Y or N 

Verify demand field YNValReq String Y or N 

Verify current field YNValDef String Y or N 

Delete current field YNDelDef  String Y or N 

Complement current field YNComplDef String Y or N 

Verify demand field YYValReq String Y or N 

Verify current field YYValDef String Y or N 

Delete demand field  YYDelReq String Y or N 

Delete current field YYDelDef String Y or N 
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Advanced properties 

 

For most field types, you can also specify properties normally found on the Advanced page.  

Your possible choices on the Advanced dialog, as well as details about how to use tables, are described in 
FORMS Help.  

In the description file, type the strings below which correspond to the advanced properties you want the field 
to have. These properties are all optional. 

Field information  String Value type Value 

Table for field complements FieldCTab String max 11 chars  

Complement field if empty FieldCEmpty  String Y or N 

Complement field if filled in FieldCNotEmpty String Y or N 

Validate after interpretation ValidateAfterItrp String Y or N 

Translation table TranslateTab String max 11 chars  

Translate when transferred TranslateAfter  String Y or N 

Table for form complements FormCTab  String max 11 chars  

Complement form if empty FormCEmpty String  Y or N 

Complement form if filled in FormCNotEmpty String Y or N 

Form validation expression Expression  String Max 127 chars Excel expression 

Table for Connect to Connect String max 11 chars  

Via field ByField  String max 15 chars  

Connection 1 Tab1  String  Y or N 

Connection 2  Tab2  String Y or N 

Save interpret information SaveFormSigns String Y or N 
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Set and job information 
You can also create sets and jobs automatically by adding certain information to the description file. 

Although each item below is optional, whatever you use must occur in the order shown.  

 A name for the set 

 Set logic (required when defining a set) 

 A name for the job description (only possible if a set is successfully defined) 

To define sets and job descriptions in the description file, use the strings listed in the table below. Put these 
items last in the file, after all the descriptions of the form definitions.  

All the form definitions described in the file are added to the set in the order they occur in the file.  

If you specify a name for a job description, and if a set was successfully defined, FORMS creates a job 
description (for all four production modules) with default settings. The job description receives the name you 
specify, with the extension .job.  

If no set was defined, then no job description is created. This is because Define only creates job descriptions 
for sets.  

You can create sets and job descriptions manually; it is not necessary that FORMS define them automatically 
just because the form definitions are created automatically. 

Set and job information String Value type Value 

Set name SetName String max 11 chars  

Set logic SetLogic Integer In FORMS there are three 
predefined types of set 
logic. Only Questionnaire 
logic can be used in 
automatic form definition. 
Type ”2” for Questionnaire. 

Name for job description JobName String max 8 chars  
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Description file example 
An example of a description file is below. The text on the right is not a part of the file; it is for your 
information only. 

Version = 2 Use only if creating a new description file; see explanation on page 4 

BeginRef 

ReferenceName = double1 
TransFileDescription = Standard  
DualSided = Y 
TableName = NEW_month 
TableFileName = c:\tabletst.txt 
SaveForm = Y 

BeginField Adjustment fields 
FieldType = Adjust 
RefSide = 0 
Position = 24 30 30 36 
EndField 

BeginField 
FieldType = Adjust 
RefSide = 0 
Position = 163 30 170 36 
EndField 

BeginField 
FieldType = Adjust 
RefSide = 0 
Position = 25 243 31 250 
EndField 

BeginIndexField Indexed fields 
RefSide = 0 
Position = 147.5 58 160 63 
SupportLines = D 
Position = 147.5 70 160 76 
SupportLines = D 
Position = 147.5 82 160 87 
SupportLines = D 
Position = 147.5 95 160 101 
SupportLines = D 
Position = 147.5 107 160 113 
SupportLines = D 
FieldType = Mark 
FieldName = Column1 
Category = 1 
FormatSpec = 1+ 
CharFormat = Max1 Min1 
EndIndexField 

BeginField Non-indexed fields 
FieldType = Char 
RefSide = 0 
Position = 150 170 200 180 
SupportLines = LRB 
FieldName = Square2 
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Category = 254 
CharFormat = Numeric 
TypeMode = Auto 
FormatSpec = N(1-4) 
Security = 0 
Confirm = N 
From = 1 
To = 9999 
FormCEmpty = Y 
FormCNotEmpty = N 
(Options) Example of comment 
ConfirmHandprinted = Y 
RetypeAlways = N 
VerifyHandprinted = Y 
IgnoreTrailing = N 
IgnoreStrikeOut = Y 
PadDecimal = N 
Multipunch = 0 
(pattern filter) Example of comment 
BkgFilter = 4 
RotCharField = 90 
EndField 

EndRef End of form definition 

BeginSet 
SetName = My_Set 
SetLogic = 2 
JobName = simple_job 
Endset 
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